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ABSTRACT
A solid mechanics model is developed to predict the static stress-strain behavior ofrandomly formed
wood-strand marsdunngprcsslng. The procedure includesa MontcCarlos~mulat~on
for reconstructing
the mat structure. Dunng the early stagcs of mat displacement. the modcl comDutcs the cumulati\,e
stress development from strand bending. As consolidation continues, the overlapping s m d s form
solid columns. Hooke's Law, modified by a nonlinear strain function, governs the stress development
in a finite number of these imaginary columns comprising the mat. Experimental results showed good
agreement with the predicted stress response.
Ke.vwords: Wood-strand mats, consolidation, stress, compression strain, nonlinear strain function.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, several publications have dealt
with a theoretical (Steiner and Dai 1994) and
empirical (Lang and Wolcott 1995) description
of mat structure. These works provide a rationale for the statistical description of mat
structure and are based on the conceptual
model of mat deformation that was developed
by Suchsland (1959,1962). Both the mat structure and the conceptual model have provided
a basis for a mathematical model of mat consolidation (Dai and Steiner 1993). This model
can be used to predict a number of variables
important to panel consolidation including:
panel void volume, densification of the wood,
bonded area, horizontal density distribution,
and internal stress distribution. Although this
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model adequately predicts the behavior of ideal flake mats, it does not account for the cumulative effect of flake bending, which dominates the lower stress region of consolidation.
In addition, the description of mat structure
is dependent on a theoretical description, which
may not accurately represent real strand mats.
This paper presents a detailed description of
a mat consolidation model that incorporates
cumulative bending stresses and an empirical
characterization of mat structure. Although the
early stages of consolidation appear insignificant when viewing an average mat stress-strain
relationship, they are crucial to the effective
production of low density panels.
OBJECTIVES

The objective of this research is to develop
a model, based on solid mechanics, to predict
the static stress-strain behavior of simulated
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wood-strand mats. A Monte Carlo simulation
has already been developed to describe the
spatial structure of such mats (Lang and Wolcott 1995). The specific objectives of the research presented here are:
1. Develop a mathematical model based on
solid mechanics to approximate the stress
response of randomly formed strand mats
in compression.
2. Experimentally validate the model by comparing the behavior of realistic mats to the
model predictions.
3. Determine the sensitivity of the model prediction to changes in variables describing
the mat structure.

P

2

a.
Time

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND
MODEL DEVELOPMENT

During manufacture of nonveneer woodbased composites, a loosely formed mat is
compressed to a target thickness. This pressing
reduces the voids within the mat and provides
contact between adjacent particles to promote
adhesion. The compression force applied to
the mat can be plotted against time as shown
in Fig. la. This curve can be divided into three
different regions: (1) press closing, (2) stress
relaxation, and (3) venting (Wolcott et al. 1990).
During press closing, stress develops nonlinearly with displacement from the structural and
material nonlinearity of the mat. This region
can be converted into a stress-strain diagram
Total Mat Strain
as shown on Fig. lb. Note that the stress is
FIG. I . Typical load-time diagram of random strand
plotted in logarithmic scale to magnify the low- mat in cold pressing. a. full pressing cycle: 1. press closing,
er stress region. By examining this diagram, 2. stress relaxation, 3. venting; b. stress-strain relationship
of the press closing regime.
the following observations can be made:
1. The stress development is minimal at the
beginning of the consolidation.
2. As the displacement continues, the stress
increase becomes continuous and smooth
as the individual strands deform in bending.
3. Rapid stress development can be observed
for mat strains greater than 60°/o, where
consolidation is dominated by the compression of solid wood strands.

Studying the changes in a real mat structure
during consolidation leads to similar conclusions. Figure 2a shows the initial structure of
a random strand mat. At a mat strain of approximately 30°/o, the void heights decrease
and the curved strands flatten (Fig. 2b). When
the total mat strain is approximately 60°/o, the
void heights approach a minimum value (Fig.
2c).
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.

Ro.2. Structural changes in arandam strandmat during consolidation. a. initial bulk structure; b. at total mat
strain r = 0.3; c. at strain c = 0.6.

Based on the previous observations and results of earlier research projects (Suchsland
1962; Harless et al. 1987; Suchsland and Xu
1989; Dai and Steiner 1993, 1994a, b), it is
assumed that the static compression response
of a strand mat can be separated into two components. In the early stage ofthe consolidation,
the cumulative stress development results from
the bending resistance ofthe individual strands.
As consolidation continues, overlapping
strands form solid columns of varying height
that deform in transverse compression.
To facilitate numerical solution for the stress
development, a 19- x 19-mm base column
was chosen as the smallest theoretical unit of
the mat (Fig. 3a). Each column is characterized
by the number ofoverlapping strands (Nbj)and
the void heights (Abjk)between consecutive
strands. In addition, the connectivity between
adjacent columns is determined by quantifying
the distance of the column centroid to the
strand end (X,,,). A mat is divided into experimental units (152 x 152 mm) termed as
a mat block. Each block contains 64 columns,
32 at the edges, from which the stochastic parameters of the mat structure were obtained
for simulation (Lang and Wolcott 1995). Thus,
subscripts b, j, k are the experimental block,
column and strand indexes, respectively. The
following theories were used to predict the
stress response of a column to compression
strain.

a.

ho,3, ~h~ theoretical unit of the static s,~ss-strain
model. a. idealized initial structure of a column: b. the
'beam' model; c. the solid strand stacking.

Stresses due to strand bending
To maintain the simplicity and mathematical tractability of the model, several assumptions were made. Each strand was considered
as a small, simply supported beam under distributed load (Fig. 3b). The beam deflection
was determined at the column centroid, and
the location variable (Xbjk)identified the position of an individual strand relative to the
column centroid. The maximum deflection of
the strand beam was defined by the adjacent
void height. An inverted form of a beam deflection equation was used to determine the
distributed load necessary to deflect the strand
beam and form a solid strand column.
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The limitation of this idealized strand bending model is that in reality, several strands in
each column support point loads at the beginning of the consolidation. Furthermore, as
consolidation proceeds, the spacing and number of supports for a strand beam will change.
These phenomena were modeled by proportionally decreasing the beam (strand) span and
modifying the location variable with the applied displacement.
To quantify the stress development in a column, the total mat displacement is proportionally assigned to each strand. The necessary
distributed load to cause this deflection is then
calculated as follows:

ferent void heights between the strands), the
stress computation stops when the proportional displacement is equal to the void height
(Ajk)associated with the strand. Then, this particular strand is assumed to be perfectly flat
and in a horizontal position. The corresponding stress value is preserved, and the proportional displacements are increased for the remaining strands. The procedure continues until all void spaces are eliminated and the column is compressed to a solid, layered strand
block (Fig. 3c). Note, while using this approach
to describe the stress-strain relationship during
the early stage of consolidation, the strand orientation has no explicit influence on the stress
development.

Stress development in solid strand columns
where:

When the voids in a column have been eliminated
by mat compression, the strands have
w,, = distributed load (N/m)
developed
bending but not compression stressA,, = proportional deflection of the strand
es.
As
consolidation
continues toward the tar(m)
get
mat
thickness,
columns
begin to undergo
Xu, = location of the column centroid (m)
compression
strain.
E = MOE in bending of the strand (Pa)
The compression behavior of wood strands
I = moment of inertia (m4)
can
be modeled using theories of cellular maLijk = changing length of the beam (m)
terials.
The characteristic stress-strain curve of
i = index of the total mat strain (c)
wood
in
transverse compression has been disjk = column and strand index, respeccussed in detail by several authors (Maiti et al.
tively
1984; Wolcott et al. 1989b; Wolcott 1990; Dai
The obtained distributed load values can be and Steiner 1993). Hooke's Law modified with
converted into stress by the following sum- a nonlinear strain function (a(€)) can be used
mation:
for a constitutive relation (Rush 1969; Wolcott
et al. 1989a):
where:

where:

u
Nj

=
=

a

=

stress in column j at strain i (Pa)
number of overlapping strands in
column j
width of the column (strand) (m)

The total mat displacement is distributed
proportionally to the strands until the total
void height is eliminated or the target thickness has been achieved. Since each strand has
a different maximum deflection value (i.e., dif-

a = compressive stress
e = strain

E

=

O(c)

=

Young's modulus of the cellular material
nonlinear strain function

The nonlinear strain function can be determined experimentally by compressing strand
columns. The linear regime of the corresponding stress-strain relationship is analyzed to de-
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termine the Young's modulus. The values of
Mat behavior
the nonlinear strain function can then be calThe constitutive relationships have been deculated by rearranging Eq. (3) and described fined to predict the stress response of strand
using an empirical polynomial (Dai and Stein- columns in compression. This model must now
er 1993).
be extended to include the stochastic nature of
In the absence of experimental data, struc- spatial characteristics within the mat as input
tural theories developed for honeycomb and values for the computations. To achieve this,
closed cell foams may be applied to determine Dai and Steiner (1993) based their prediction
@(r)with the resulting equation (Wolcott et al. on Eq. (3) combined with the formula for the
1989b):
Poisson(A) probability distribution to obtain
the nominal stress development through an
infinite summation. The model presented here
combines the bending resistance of strands
early in consolidation with an empirically dewhere:
rived mat structure. The spatial mat structure
r = compressive strain
is defined by three variables: overlapping strand
p, = relative density of the wood
numbers (N,,), void heights (A,,), and strand
p,(s) = changes of relative density
location (X,,). For computational purposes, a
C3 = yield strain (t,)
multiple-step simulation is used to generate
C2 = linear elastic constant
these variables from normal, lognormal, and
O(s) = nonlinear strain function in trans- Poisson probability distributions (Lang and
verse compression
Wolcott 1995). The nominal stress response is
then computed as the average stress developIn this equation the relative density is dement in the strand columns.
fined as the ratio between the solid wood denOne advantage to this approach is that consity and the cell-wall density. The linear elastic
solidation can be predicted from the individconstant is a function of the strand thickness. ual experimental units (sample blocks) by usThe changes of relative density (p,(c)) can be
ing actual measured parameters as inputs.
computed from the relationship between the These predictions can then be compared to the
plastic strain and the expansion ratio as folexperimental results for validation.
lows:
Different computational steps are required
for simulation and stress prediction. In the initial stage of the model (steps 1-3), the mat
where:
structure is reconstructed on a probabilistic
basis as reported by Lang and Wolcott (1995).
E, = plastic strain = r - E,
Steps 4-8 are the stress calculations for a mat
p = expansion ratio
section (block). Step 9 improves the resolution
The expansion ratio is defined as the ratio of and usually n = 5 was found to be adequate.
lateral strain to compressive strain in the non- The following list summarizes the model struclinear stress-strain region (Wolcott et al. 1989a). ture:
In both approaches, the value of@(r)is equal
to unity for strains less than 6,. Equation 4 1. Generate the mean overlapping strand
numbers (A,) in a mat block: A, E N h , a2).
becomes singular as the relative density (p,)
approaches 1 (i.e., total densification of the 2. Generate the number of overlapping strands
(N,,) for the 64 columns in block b: Nbj E
cellular material). However, total densification
Poisson(h,).
seldom occurs during manufacture of wood3. Generate and assign location (XbiJand void
based composites.
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height (Abjk)data for each strand in each an average bulk density of 100 kg/m3. The
column: XbjkE ln(w, a2) and A, E In&, a*). average target density was 600 kg/m3 when
pressed to a 13-mm final thickness.
The stress is then calculated for a mat as folFor determining the compression modulus,
lows:
twelve 19-mm-square strands were stacked to
4. Assign an incremental total mat displace- form a solid column. Nine strand columns were
conditioned and prepared for compression
ment.
5. Compute the proportional deflection ofeach testing.
strand in a column. Calculate the cumulaMethods
tive stress in the column according to Eqs.
(1) and (2).
Compression tests for both mat blocks and
6. IfI: A,, 5 the total mat displacement, com- solid strand columns were conducted on a unipute the stress by Eq. (3).
versal servo-hydraulic testing machine
7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 for the 64 columns. equipped with a 90-kN load cell. The machine
Calculate the average stress. Print total mat compliance was determined prior to testing,
strain (s) and stress (a).
and the test results were corrected accordingly.
8. Repeat steps 4-7 until the target mat thick- The loading rate for both tests was 6 mm/min.
ness is reached.
A computerized data acquisition system col9. Repeat steps 1-8 for each of n blocks com- lected the load and displacement data in real
prising a mat and calculate the average stress time.
response.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The stress prediction requires inputs for the
Young's modulus of strands in bending and
transverse compression. The bending modulus
E,= 1.58 x lo6 (psi) value was obtained from
the literature (USDA Forest Senice 1982). The
compression modulus E, was determined experimentally.
EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE MODEL

Materials
Yellow-poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera)
strands (0.8 x 19 x 70 mm) were manufactured using a laboratory Baker. The faces of
the strands were random cuts between the radial and tangential directions. After manufacture, the strands were oven-dried and preconditioned at 25'C and 65% relative humidity
assuring 1I k 1% moisture content..
The sample mats (blocks) were hand-formed
in a 305- x 305-mm box using 702-g strands.
The 76.5-mm-wide mat edges, where the strand
alignment might be influenced by the forming
box, were removed with a large paper shear.
The final dimensions of the experimental mat
blocks were 152 x 152 mm at base and ca. 75
mm in height (Lang and Wolcott 1995), with

Material property tests
From the nine solid strand columns tested
in compression, the mean of E, was estimated
to be 4.2 MPa, while the mean yield strain (e,)
was found to be 0.14. These values are comparable to thosk reported by Wolcott et al.
(1989a) with yellow-poplar strands.
An empirical strain function (@(a))was approximated by fitting a tenth-order polynomial to the data above the yield strain. Table
1 contains the approximated regression coefTABLE
1. The appro~imafedregre~csion
coeficients for lhe
empirical strain function (+(ej).
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overlapping flake number from 160 columns
along the perimeters of the five sample blocks
&
was
used to generate 1, values for each block
3. ........................ ........ .
(step
1). Figure 6a shows the comparison of
c
.-0
the average predicted and the experimental
stress-strain behavior of the five mat blocks.
c
3
A
significant improvement is observed in the
LI
1
........
...............
prediction
quality of the model as compared
.to
the
individual
blocks. In this case the model
2
. ..____.,.........i......... prediction is based on the average stress re"j
0
sponse of 320 theoretical units (columns). AlE?
-1
though the model still slightly overpredicts the
-1
stress response, this error is not as severe as
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 in the individual blocks, and the slope of the
predicted and experimental curves shows good
agreement. Improving the resolution (i.e., simStrain (e)
ulating more than five sample blocks) did not
FIG.4. Comparison of the strain functions obtained
result in a better approximation of the stress
by polynomial fitting and by theory (Eq.4).
response, but the computation time increased
significantly.
ficients. The theoretical strain function defined
by Eq. (4) is graphically compared to the emLow stress consolidation
pirical result in Fig. 4. Good agreement can be
To amplify the response of the low stress
observed between the two strain functions.
region, the average experimental and predicted
responses are shown in logarithmic scale (Fig.
Experimental and model predicted
6b). While no significant deviation could be
behavior of mat blocks
observed on the normal scale, below 0.0 1 MPa
For validation, the average overlapping the cumulative strand bending does not propstrand numbers (1,) were experimentally de- erly predict the stress response. ~~i and steintermined for five
and used as er (1993) reported accurate prediction down
input for simulating the mat structure. This to
MPa of mat stress, Their model was
parameter provided a link between the exper- adapted to the yellow-poplar mat used in this
imental and predicted data for each block. research ( ~ i6).~ BY
, including the contribution
During this procedure, the average stress-strain ,fstrand bending to dissipate voids, the model
64 strand
was
presented here predicts accurately to stress of
The five experimental and predicted stress- 0.1 M P ~ ,hi^ strand bending model approxstrain relationships are compared in Fig. 5. In imates the stress-level when the individual
general, good agreement was found. For the strands are connected in each column; howmat blocks used, approximately 60-65Oh corn- ever, it does not predict the entire process.
pression was required to initiate a rapid stress Although both approaches predict the medevelopment. The model tends to overpredict chanical behavior ofmats in high stress regions,
stress in the densification region, although this an
of the low stress consolidaerror does not appear to be major.
tion is not yet complete. Further research is
needed to explore the consolidation mechaMat stress-strain behavior
nism in the low stress region, which is extremeTo simulate a larger mat, another five sam- ly important when pressing low-density maple blocks were prepared and tested. The mean terials.
n
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FIG.5. Results of the model validation. The stress prediction was based on 64 columns simulation in a mat block
using the average overlapping strand numbers (Ab) obtained from measurements of the actual mats. Symbols and lines
represent the experimental and predicted data, respectively.
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a. COV = 17.581,

p = 0.102 g/cm9

0

a.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Total Mat Strain
g~
5 3
0

-

0

Exprlmenhl
Predicted

A

Infinlle Summ.

...........................

;;1;
600
400
200

-

b. COV = 17.72%,

p = 0.601

urn3

FIG.7. Horizontal density distribution of five sample
blocks (324 x 324 mm mat area). The coefficients of variation and mean values are listed. a. mat bulk density; b.
panel target density at 13 mm target thickness.

........ .........

b.

Total Mat Strain

Fro. 6. Final result of the model validation. The average experimental stress response of five sample mats
compared to the model prediction. a. linear scale; b. logarithmic scale.

Other mat characteristics
Predicting consolidation is not limited to the
overall mat stress-strain relationship. The five
sample blocks used for model validation depict a 324- x 324-mm mat area. Using the

simulated N,,, (b = 1, .... 5 and j = 1, ....
64) data, the bulk (i.e., mat) and target densities of the 320 columns were computed (Fig.
7). From simulation, the average bulk density
of the mat and the target density for the panel
are 102 and 601 kg/m3, respectively. These
values show excellent agreement with the observed densities of 100 and 600 kg/m3, indicating that the simulation procedure accurately reconstitutes the mat structure and preserves the density characteristics. The coefficient of variation for the in-plane density is
slightly higher for the panel (17.72OIo) than the
bulk (17.58OIo) because some of the columns
undergo densification during pressing.
The residual void volume may be calculated
through the simulation by determining the columns that do not fully consolidate. In 19 of
the 320 columns, the sum of the strand thicknesses is less than the panel target thickness.
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ln
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" j l

0
Total Mat Strain
Frc. 8. Model sensitivity to the mean overlapping
strand number (Ab) in an experimental block (64 columns).

Total Mat Strain
FIG.9. Model sensitivity to the compression modulus
of solid strand columns.

detected on the stress development in the higher stress region. However, it should he noted
that the shape, length, width, and orientation
of the strand may be strongly correlated to
Sensitivity studies
these variables and might influence signifiThe purpose of the sensitivity analysis was cantly the low stress consolidation.
to determine if the variability of a particular
input property has a significant effect on the
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
model prediction. When holding all other variA mathematical model for predicting the
ables constant, the variability in the mean
static stress-strain response of randomly
overlapping strand number (A,) has the stron- formed strand mats is presented. In this model
gest effect on the stress prediction by controlthe mat structure is considered as a finite numling the mat strain when strand compression ber of imaginary columns, varying numbers of
begins (Fig. 8). In turn, the E, for the wood overlapping strands and size of void space.
strand influences the slope of the rapid stress The stress approximation is based on simple
development. In Fig. 9, the 25 MPa compresbeam theory and the compression behavior of
sion modulus represents aspen strands as re- cellular materials. The non-linearity resulting
ported by Dai and Steiner (1993); 42 MPa was
from the macro-structure of the mat is conexperimentally determined for yellow-poplar
sidered and modeled on a stochastic basis.
during this study and the 50 MPa may depict
The described model can predict the stress
the behavior of high density strands (i.e., SG
response of randomly formed mats with good
> 0.5). The increasing standard deviation of accuracy over 0.0 1 MPa. The experimental rethe location (Xbj,) variable slightly increased
sults and the analytical work resulted in the
the stress development during strand bending.
following conclusions:
The increasing variability of void height (A,,)
resulted in decreasing stress development. No 1. The compression modulus (E,) ofthe strands
significant effect of these variables could be
and the nonlinear strain function (O(r)) de-

These nineteen columns represent 6% of the
total mat area where the adhesion might be
inadequate.
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termine the slope of the mat stress-strain -AND -. 1994a. Spatial structure of wood
composites in relation to processing and performance
curve in the cellular collapse and densificharacteristics. Pan 2. Modelling and simulation of a
cation region.
randomly-formed strand layer network. Wood Sci Tech2. The mean value of the overlapping strand
nol. 28(2):135-146.
numbers in a mat governs the strain when - AND -. L994b. Spatial structure of wood
composites in relation to processing and performance
strands begin to deform in compression.
characteristics. Part 3. Modelling the formation of mul3. The in-plane variability of the overlapping
ti-layered random strand mat. Wood Sci. Technol. 28(3):
strand numbers governs the horizontal
229-239.
density distribution, residual void volume, hruss, T. E. G., F. G. WAGNXR,P. H. SHORT,R. D.
and unbounded area in the panel.
S ~ ~ ~ , P . H . M ~ - ~ D . S . L * D D1987.
.
A
model to predict the density profile of particleboard.
4. Because the strand deposition mainly deWood Fiber Sci. 19(1):81-92.
pends on the mat formation technique, the
Lure, E. M., AND M. P. W o r n . 1996. A model for
panel structure may be improved by modviscoelastic consolidation of wood-strand mats. Part I:
ifying the mat forming process.
Structural characterization of the mat via Monte Carlo
simulation. Wood Fiber Sci. 28(1):100-109.
This model was validated with random
M m , S. K., L. J. GIBSON,
m M.F. ASHBY. 1984. Destrand mats constituted from uniformly sized,
formation and energy absorption diagrams for cellular
yellow-poplar strands. The simulation rousolids. Acta Metall. 32(11):1963-1975.
tines are based on empirical probability dis- RUSH,K. C. 1969. Load-compression behavior of flexible foams. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 13:2297-2311.
tributions and do not generally apply to all mat
S,P. R., AND C. DN. 1994. Spatial structure of
structures. However, theories for the structural
wood composites in relation to processing and perforsimulation and consolidation process have
mance characteristics. Part 1. Rationale for model deuniversal value. The model is easily adaptable
velopment. Wood Sci. Technol. 28(l):45-51.
to realistic mat structures. Since the model is S u c t i s m , 0. 1959. An analysis of the particleboard
process. Michigan Quart. Bull. 42(2):35&372.
comparatively simple, it provides a good basis
1962. The density distributions in strand boards.
for further improvement which includes the -.
Michigan Quart. Bull. 45(1):104-121.
time, temperature, and moisture interaction -,
m HONGXU. 1989. A simulation of the horduring hot pressing and stress relaxation under
izontal density distribution in a strandboard. Forest Prod.
J. 39(5):29-33.
constant mat strain.
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